
Press release: CMA launches
enforcement action against hotel
booking sites

As part of its ongoing investigation, the Competition and Markets Authority
(CMA) has identified widespread concerns, including:

Search results: how hotels are ranked, for example to what extent search
results are influenced by factors that may not be relevant to the
customer’s requirements, such as the amount of commission a hotel pays
the site.
Pressure selling: whether claims about how many people are looking at
the same room, how many rooms may be left, or how long a price is
available, create a false impression of room availability or rush
customers into making a booking decision.
Discount claims: whether the discount claims made on sites offer a fair
comparison for customers. For example, the claim could be based on a
higher price that was only available for a brief period or not relevant
to the customer’s search criteria, such as comparing a higher weekend
room rate with the weekday rate for which the customer has searched.
Hidden charges: the extent to which sites include all costs in the price
they first show customers or whether people are later faced with
unexpected fees, such as taxes or booking fees.

The CMA will be requiring the sites to take action to address its concerns,
where they are believed to be breaking consumer protection law. It can either
secure legally binding commitments from those involved to change their
business practices or, if necessary, take them to court.

Andrea Coscelli, Chief Executive of the CMA, said:

“Booking sites can make it so much easier to choose your holiday, but only if
people are able to trust them. Holidaymakers must feel sure they’re getting
the deal they expected, whether that’s securing the discount promised or
receiving reliable information about availability of rooms. It’s also
important that no one feels pressured by misleading statements into making a
booking.

“That’s why we’re now demanding that sites think again about how they’re
presenting information to their customers and make sure they’re complying
with the law. Our next step is to take any necessary action – including
through the courts if needed – to ensure people get a fair deal.”

In addition to its enforcement activity, the CMA has sent warning letters to
a range of sites, demanding they review their terms and practices to make
sure they are fair and comply with consumer protection law.

It is also referring a number of concerns around online hotel booking sites’
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price guarantees and other price promises to the Advertising Standards
Authority (ASA). The CMA has asked the ASA to consider whether statements
like ‘best price guarantee’ or ‘lowest price’ mislead customers and what
conditions must be met for companies to make such claims.

The CMA continues to assess the evidence it has gathered on the practices of
other online hotel booking sites and could launch further enforcement cases
in due course.

Anyone wishing to provide further evidence on the issues being considered can
do so on the online hotel booking case page.

Notes for editors

The CMA is the UK’s primary competition and consumer authority. It is an1.
independent non-ministerial government department with responsibility
for carrying out investigations into mergers, markets and the regulated
industries and enforcing competition and consumer law. For CMA updates,
follow us on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.

The CMA launched its investigation into hotel booking sites on 272.
October 2017.

The key pieces of consumer protection legislation relevant to the CMA’s3.
investigation are the Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading
Regulations 2008 (CPRs) and Part 2 of the Consumer Rights Act 2015
(CRA). The CPRs contain a general prohibition against unfair commercial
practices and specific prohibitions against misleading actions,
misleading omissions and aggressive commercial practices. Part 2 of the
CRA aims to protect consumers against unfair contract terms and notices,
and requires contract terms to be fair and transparent.

The CMA has not reached a final view on whether the terms and practices4.
it is concerned about breach consumer protection law, and will listen to
operators’ responses to its concerns. If necessary the CMA will take
action through the courts to enforce that law under Part 8 of the
Enterprise Act 2002. Ultimately, only a court can rule that a particular
term or practice infringes the law.

Media enquiries should be directed to press@cma.gov.uk or 020 3738 6191.5.
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Press release: Tackling the threat to
high-quality journalism in the UK

Independent panel calls for evidence on issues affecting press around
the country
Total press industry revenues declined by more than half over the last
ten years
The number of full-time journalists has fallen by over 25% since 2007
A quarter of all regional and local newspapers have closed in the past
decade

An independent review into the sustainability of high-quality UK journalism
has issued a call for evidence as new research highlights the continuing
decline of the press market.

The research shows significant changes to technology and consumer behaviour
are posing problems for high-quality journalism – both in the UK and
globally.

Circulation and print advertising revenues have dropped by more than half
over the last decade, from nearly £7 billion to just over £3 billion. Over
the same time, the number of frontline print journalists has dropped by over
25% – from around 23,000 in 2007 to 17,000 in 2017.

These findings are highlighted in a report commissioned for the review, which
was established by the Prime Minister earlier this year and is chaired by
Dame Frances Cairncross.

Dame Frances Cairncross, Chair of the Review, said:

This review is not about preserving the status quo. We need to
explore ways in which we can ensure that consumers in 10 years time
have access to high-quality journalism which meets their needs, is
delivered in the way they want, and supports democratic engagement.

This call for evidence enables all those with an interest to
contribute their knowledge and views so we can build the evidence
and make impactful recommendations to move forward.

Matt Hancock, DCMS Secretary of State, said:

Our fearless and independent press plays a vital role in informing
citizens and is one of the foundations on which our democracy is
built.

At a time of dramatic technological changes and with our
institutions under threat from disinformation, we need this clear-
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eyed view of how high-quality journalism can continue to be
effectively produced, distributed and consumed.

Local and regional newspapers have been particularly affected by revenue
challenges due to the movement of local and classified advertising online.
The research indicates that over 300 local and regional titles have closed
since 2007 – raising the prospect of communities being left without local
news provision.

The Cairncross review is investigating the overall state of the news media
market, particularly the press industry, including threats to financial
sustainability, the role and impact of digital search engines and social
media platforms, the operation of the digital advertising supply chain, and
how content and data flows are operated and managed.

The review panel, made up of experts from the fields of journalism, academia,
advertising and technology, is seeking a greater understanding of the
apparent decline by gathering evidence and views from both consumers and
across the UK’s diverse news media industry.

It is inviting any interested organisation or individual to submit written
evidence to inform its final report, which is due to be published in early
2019.

The call for evidence will close on Friday 7 September 2018.

ENDS

Notes to Editors

In January 2018, the Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport
(DCMS) commissioned a piece of academic research to look specifically at
the changing state of the press market, to examine new business models
being deployed by news publishers, and to provide essential market
insights and capture trends in media provision, distribution, and
consumption. Following an open competition, Mediatique were awarded the
contract for the research.
In addition to providing an all-in-one review of available public data –
on newspaper readership, online engagement, revenues and profitability –
Mediatique makes three original contributions to an understanding of the
sector:

A robust estimate of the trends in circulation revenues, which are
not tracked by any data provider; Mediatique estimates that,
despite sharp rises in cover prices in recent years, offsetting
some of the impact of declines in circulation, this revenue segment
has reduced to £1.7bn in 2017, compared to £2.2bn in 2007
An updated estimate of the number of ‘front line journalists’
working as print journalists in the UK, which Mediatique puts at
17,000 today, compared to 23,000 10 years ago
A calculation of the contributions to editorial journalism of key
providers in broadcasting, online and newspapers: despite severe



revenue challenges, and lower profitability, the newspaper industry
contributes 50% of total editorial journalism in the UK – more than
online and broadcast news combined; in 2017, this amounted to an
investment of £925m

Other findings from the Mediatique report include:
As of February 2018, there were 1,043 local and regional titles, as
well as ten daily and nine Sunday UK-wide national newspapers.
Altogether, a total of 73.5m newspapers circulate in an average
week – 31.4m are local or regional and the remaining 42.1m are
national.
Total press advertising expenditure (excluding digital) has
declined across the national and regional/local press by 70% in the
last ten years – from £4.6bn in 2007 to an estimated £1.4bn in
2017.
The average daily circulation of national newspapers (weekday) fell
from 11.2m in 2007 to 6.1m in 2017. Younger people in particular
are much less likely to get their news from printed newspapers; the
proportion of people aged 16-24 who read printed newspapers is
lower than the rest of the population (14%). At the same time,
people in the same age group are more likely to get their news from
the internet – 63% compared with 48% among the overall population.

The Reuters Institute Digital News Report (June 2018) is the latest
research into the state of the digital news landscape:

The use of Facebook as a source of news was down on last year as
people prefer to discuss news through more private social media.
Although accessing news through a ‘side door’ (i.e. not direct from
news site) is still at 65%.
More people reported being prepared to pay for news (i.e.
subscriptions/donations/membership), with a direct correlation
being found between those aware of the value of high quality
journalism (and the problems it is facing) and the willingness to
subscribe.
Greater awareness of the problem of ‘fake news’; most people see
this as a problem that publishers should solve, rather than seeing
it as requiring Government action.
Research shows that eight of the 10 most shared UK websites on
social media over the year to July 2017 were news sites, and that
almost 50% of all engagements with UK websites on social media
featured content sourced from UK news publishers. *For the purposes
of the review, the press industry is defined as members of press
self-regulators (i.e. IPSO/IMPRESS) or news publishers who have
their own internal standards code and means of readers making
complaints.

The call for evidence represents just one part of the review’s evidence
gathering, and complements a series of regional visits currently
underway. Visits to Glasgow and Cardiff have already been conducted,
with further trips planned to ensure the review takes into account the
diverse makeup of the UK’s press industry.
During these visits, the Chair and Panel will engage with journalists,
publishers, academics, advertisers and many others who have a stake in
the provision of high-quality journalism.
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A calculation of the contributions to editorial journalism of key
providers in broadcasting, online and newspapers: despite severe
revenue challenges, and lower profitability, the newspaper industry
contributes 50% of total editorial journalism in the UK – more than
online and broadcast news combined; in 2017, this amounted to an
investment of £925m
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well as ten daily and nine Sunday UK-wide national newspapers.
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last ten years – from £4.6bn in 2007 to an estimated £1.4bn in
2017.
The average daily circulation of national newspapers (weekday) fell
from 11.2m in 2007 to 6.1m in 2017. Younger people in particular
are much less likely to get their news from printed newspapers; the
proportion of people aged 16-24 who read printed newspapers is
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people in the same age group are more likely to get their news from
the internet – 63% compared with 48% among the overall population.
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publishers, academics, advertisers and many others who have a stake in
the provision of high-quality journalism.

News story: CV24 report published

Our investigation report on the grounding of the UK registered yacht CV24 on
31 October 2017 during a round the world race, is now published.

CV24 was abandoned with all the crew rescued safely.

The report contains details of what happened, subsequent actions taken and
recommendations made:

PDF, 5.43MB, 65 pages

This file may not be suitable for users of
assistive technology. Request an accessible format.
If you use assistive technology (such as a screen reader) and need a version
of this document in a more accessible format, please email maib@dft.gov.uk.
Please tell us what format you need. It will help us if you say what
assistive technology you use.

PDF, 5.45MB, 60 pages

This file may not be suitable for users of
assistive technology. Request an accessible format.
If you use assistive technology (such as a screen reader) and need a version
of this document in a more accessible format, please email maib@dft.gov.uk.
Please tell us what format you need. It will help us if you say what
assistive technology you use.

Press enquiries

Press enquiries during office hours 01932 440015

Press enquiries out of hours 020 7944 4292
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News story: 100 troops and Chinook
helicopter deployed to Saddleworth
Moor

Approximately 100 soldiers from 4th Battalion, Royal Regiment of Scotland,
and an RAF Chinook helicopter have been deployed to support the Great
Manchester Fire & Rescue Service operation responding to the Saddleworth Moor
fires

Defence Secretary Gavin Williamson said:

I pay tribute to our Armed Forces’ professionalism, dedication and
sense of duty. They are proving once again that Britain can always
depend on our troops to protect us no matter the time, no matter
the place, and no matter the problem.

The troops will deploy overnight from their barracks in Catterick. Operating
out of a nearby Army Training Centre, they will assist the effort to control
and reduce the fire, undertaking tasks such as the management of water lines,
fire beating and providing general support where required.

The RAF Chinook, flying out of RAF Odiham, will arrive tomorrow (28th June)
morning. It will airlift heavy equipment such as High Volume Pump Units to
areas that are difficult to access due to the terrain.
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